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In style of The Financial Times

Interview with Tom Klein
Tom has been interviewing newcomers for the Rock Creek Woods neighborhood newsletter for many
years. On the occasion of his 94th birthday we are interviewing him – finally making Tom the center of
attention. We dedicate this newsletter just to him! This is totally appropriate, given that he is a fixture, an
icon, and treasure to this community.
To make the interview special we lunch at Rockville’s China Garden Han Gong, corner of Woodglen Drive
and Executive Boulevard, for Dim Sum. Walking into the spacious, well-appointed dining room, we know
that this is indeed an authentic Chinese restaurant as we are the only non-Asian customers!
Having Dim Sum, a popular brunch speciality of small Cantonese dishes, with Tom was an honor, as this has
been one of his family traditions over the years. This is my first time, but with Tom’s help I have a most
enjoyable selection of delicacies.
Tom is a force of nature when it comes to fostering connections and interacting with all of us. You have met
him on his daily walks and are familiar with his enthusiasm for interviewing newcomers. He also writes
obituaries of neighbors who are long time residents, capturing the essence and beauty of their lives. He
takes particular pleasure in writing life stories of those who have been plagued with illnesses so long term
that it is hard to remember them from better times. It is important and satisfying to Tom to recover their true
humanity and the better aspects of their lives before they were afflicted by poor health or other unfortunate
circumstances. This is a great and compassionate service.
I’ve known Tom since I moved to RCW in 1998 and met him while strolling with my then toddler. We got to
know each other over the years but really bonded on walks during the pandemic, discussing our mutual
love of classical music and opera, and commiserating over the fact that our medical doctor was retiring.
The restaurant is crowded, but finally a waiter stops by to interrupt our reminiscing. We order sticky rice
wrapped in lotus leaves and steamed dumplings. For drinks, he settles on water with oolong tea for me.
Tom has been a resident of RCW since December 1965, when he, Judith, and their children moved from a
small house in the Four Corners area to larger one here to accommodate their growing family. Tom and
Judith first met one bright, sunny afternoon in October 1956 when they were both students at the London
School of Economics. When they married in London, June 1958, Judith had three children from her first
marriage, Michael (then 13), Margaret (12) and David (10). They then had two children together, Richard
born 1960 and Edward born in 1962. Their three-bedroom 1-1/2 bath house became much too cramped.
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The new house had to be in a neighborhood with sidewalks and a nearby school to which the little ones
could walk unaccompanied. It also had to be near an express bus line that could take Tom to work in
downtown D.C. Tom and Judith searched for six months. Finally, they saw an ad in The Washington Post for
a 5-bedroom, 3-bath house for sale by owner for a mere $33,000 ($282,200 in today’s money). It took Tom
and Judith just 5 seconds to fall in love with the house and offer Bernie Blum a deposit. (The Blum family was
moving to a big spread in Potomac where they could have horses). The real bargain, Tom realized, turned
out to be many charming families that came with the neighborhood. Some things never change!
Judith passed away in December 2016, and the children have long left the nest and are established with
their families elsewhere. Tom now has a dear companion, Joan Churchill, who lives in Chevy Chase, and he
spends most of his time there. He uses his house as an office and is still awed by the continued general
ambiance of Rock Creek Woods, despite the coming and going of neighbors over time. The feeling of
community (and Tom’s outgoing spirit) continues. I am convinced he is one of the masterminds of the vast
underlying conspiracy in RCW to “assimilate and nurture” unsuspecting new arrivals. Tom (and all who came
before you), I want you to know it has worked, and still is working.
Our meal arrives, and our conversation slows down as we unwrap the lotus leaves and nibble on sticky rice
between mouthfuls of dumplings.
Author’s Note – this section is added by Tom himself, as only he can tell his own story:
Tom’s original career choice was to be a medical doctor. This decision took place in the 5th grade when the
teacher asked everyone to write a short essay on what they wanted to be when they grow up. Tom had maybe
ten seconds to think and fifteen minutes to explain himself on paper. His career decision went down well at
home. Father and mother liked the idea of “My son, the doctor.” As Tom went on to the higher grades, he
found that to him the science courses had substance and that social studies and literature were too mushy.
However, when Tom entered the University of Michigan in 1946, he made a fatal mistake in his pre-med
studies. He would see an interesting textbook footnote and explore it instead of concentrating on the core
curriculum needed to nail A’s in the final exams. His mostly B grades would not make the cut for medical
school admission. He switched to a liberal arts program, majored in Philosophy, and felt liberated.
What could he then do for a living? Simple for a boy in a middle-class Jewish household. If he was not going
to be a doctor or a lawyer, he would go into his father’s business, which here happened to be an insurance
agency. However, first Tom went on to a Master’s degree in economics, convincing his father that this would
give him some background for a business career. His father consented because he did not realize that
economics was as ethereal as philosophy. (There is a saying that an economist is like a professor of anatomy
who is still a virgin.)
One subject that Tom threw himself into in his Master’s program was comparative economic systems. He read
deeply into how the Soviet economy works and what its impact was on the Soviet public. The very study habit
that forced him to drop out of the pre-med program saved his life when he was drafted for the Korean War
just six months after starting work with his father. He was chosen to work in a psychological warfare unit’s
research section, attached to General Headquarters of the Far East Command in downtown Tokyo. Working
9-5 hours in an office building, he was free to wander around town evenings and go sight-seeing weekends.
He was sleeping indoors in a bed with sheets as opposed to being round the clock in a foxhole in “Frozen
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Chosen” in summer’s heat and in winter's sleet and snow as well the danger of facing people who were
looking for an opportunity to shoot him dead.
Following discharge, Tom, greatly to the disappointment of his father, returned to U of M to study for a PhD
in economics, seeking eventually to have a career in international relations. Thanks to the generous GI bill of
that time, he was financially independent to carry out his plans. Tom’s father, while not understanding Tom’s
decision did support his plan and gave him his blessing.
Tom, wanting a change from Ann Arbor, went to London School of Economics to do research for his
dissertation, bringing him in contact with Judith. When it was time for Tom to return home in September 1957
to a 2-year job as an Assistant Professor of Economics at Hamilton College, his dissertation was not yet fully
written so he had to complete it while doing three course preparations. Finally, in mid-March 1958 his thesis
committee chairman told him that all was well and that he would be awarded his PhD in June. His immediate
thought was that he now could bring over Judith with her children. Tom proposed to Judith in a letter, to
which she cabled back “YES YES YES PLEASE PHONE”. Wedding date was set for Sunday, 22nd of June.
Tom joined World Bank in Washington working within the central economic staff on external debt
management issues facing members in developing countries. His country assignments were mostly in West
Africa. However, in 1992-93 Tom, accompanied by a translator, visited newly independent former Soviet
republics to help them establish debt management systems.
Our main course is finished and the waiter comes for our dessert selection which is pineapple buns.
Since his World Bank retirement, Tom has kept active. Two projects currently occupy his attention.
One is editing a collection of letters written by Judith’s older brother, Rolf Veit Simon who after Kristallnacht
in November 1938 emigrated to the Netherlands and was fine until the German invasion of May 1940. His
letters home survived WWII, were passed on to Judith and only recently discovered by Tom. He is nearly
finished editing them and hopes to have the collection published.
The letters do not provide any new insights on Jewish life in Amsterdam during the German occupation.
What makes them worth reading is the blossoming of love between Rolf and Sabine Smuk, a German
refugee from Essen. There is a beautiful letter by Rolf to his older sister, Ruth, his confidant in the family,
telling her about Sabine. Then news about a joyous wedding with all difficulties pushed out of sight for
about a year of marital bliss. Rolf and Sabine then were arrested and sent to a detention center in NE
Holland and the letters abruptly stop. Scrupulously detailed German documentation reveals their
deportation to Auschwitz and death.
A second project is a Holocaust memorial book to bring together The Holocaust as experienced by family
members of Tom’s synagogue, Ohr Kodesh, in Chevy Chase. What happened to congregants, or their
families is recorded in chapters about events in several countries. The introductory chapter traces the
passage of antisemitism to the final solution; the final chapter, Never Again? will discuss the rise of White
Nationalism and ethnic hatred simmering in the US and elsewhere. As chapters are drafted, they will be
made available on the synagogue’s website until the book is published.
You can sample Tom’s writing on Holocaust issues by reading a short article in the Winter 2014 RCW
newsletter (https://rockcreekwoods.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/04/Winter2014RCW_final.pdf). It tells the
story of a country house built in 1913 for Judith’s two aunts. Located 50 miles north of Berlin it is called
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“Katharinenhof.” The house was sadly lost to the family due to Nazi policies, then recovered through German
restitution laws in 2001. A group of young Berlin families had bought it as a weekend getaway retreat. They
were excited to meet Judith and made her a regular visitor during the remaining active years of her
life. Here we have a happy ending.
This seems like a heavy conversation for a lunch, but we have many light moments even before the
pineapple buns arrive, such as me trying to get Tom to divulge the source of the RCW “fountain of youth” of
which he has obviously been a beneficiary. At 94, he is one of a few nonagenarians in the neighborhood,
outdone only by the amazing May Nakamura who passed the milestone of 100 two years ago! It isn’t just
their ages – they all seem to be going strong,
living independently, and are generally out
and about. In Tom’s case, he appears, to this
reporter, to be spending way too much time
having fun at the beach with Joan, and
globetrotting all over Europe and South
America. His travel is more motivated by the
desire to see distant relatives and descendants
from his wife Judith’s family in Europe than any
particular sightseeing agenda. If you miss Tom
around the neighborhood in late August and
September, it is because he will be visiting
those very relatives in Berlin, London, and
Haarlem. He will also visit his two French greatgranddaughters in Grenoble. Tom’s granddaughter Courtney will accompany him to
Berlin and Grenoble. Joan will join up with him
there, and they will continue to Netherlands
and UK. Courtney, still part of the working
class, must return to her job in North Carolina.

Tom and Joan at Cosmos Club on New Year’s Eve 2019.

Perhaps the Fountain of Youth lies in good
connections, dedication to family, wideranging interests, intellectual endeavor, and
adventures. If this is what it I s like to be 94, I
am more than ready. Tom, the rest of us will try
to keep up with you as best we can! - Maggie
Toscano (with lots of input from Tom Klein)

Wi! meadow gardens help save endangered monarch butterflies?
Meadow gardens are extremely popular now as many more Maryland homeowners ditch
the traditional turf lawn for more sustainable yards. Creating native plant colonies that
closely resemble those found in nature is beneficial to wildlife and once started require only
the resource of rainwater and simple tools like a Japanese sickle to maintain.
(Photo by Dan Chew)
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